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Bram Stoker's The Jewel of the Seven Stars (1903) and The Lady of the Shroud (1909) are the
novels which the author focuses on in this very long diploma work topic of indisputable
originality. Countless diploma works have covered the most famous vampire fiction ever
written, so it is refreshing to read an analysis of his other neglected works and acknowledge
Stoker as authoring other novels of horror besides Droculo (1897). When we read this
diploma work, it is revealed by Mr. Michal that Stoker was a no mere one-time sensationally
successful novelist but rather his status as a serious political thinker and a sustained student
of historical colonialism becomes terrifically clear. The two novels, set in Egypt and the
Balkans respectively, incorporate warfare, cultural domination, economic servitude, religious
mysticism as well as ignorance and m isunderstanding leading to intolerance and all
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culminating into horror which was real but formulated by Bram Stoker (again) into fantastic
plots and characters which bedazzle the reader.
A huge strength of this thesis is the convincing argument that colonialism in Egypt (by
Persians, Greeks, Romans, and later Muslim Arabs and more recently by French and English)
and in the Balkans (by Turks and Serbs and more recently by Austrians) was not only a

"horror" but that, as Mr. Michal aptly demonstrates, is a distinct echo of the lrish condition
of Stoker's own lifetime. These echoes include specifically religion, cultural and linguistic
otherness and race. Egypt also is shown to have a historical advancement over the European
colonial powers regarding science (which is in fact not common with the lrish condition). A
mild weakness is Mr. Michal's extensive elaboration on details of the history of these two
sites of oppression, much of the particulars of which do not appear reflected in the two
fascinating novels under investigation. Some 50 pages longer than the standard length, this
master thesis would do well with a little pruning of historical data Stoker seemed
unconcerned with in these novels.
Finally, I would have appreciated an interpretation ofStoker's developing literary maturity as

well as his literary decline. The Snoke's Poss (1890), the first novel by Stoker referred to near
the end of the thesis, came out seven years before Dracula and is set in lreland. Can we
undertake an investigation, tracing the ripening of Stoker's maturing literary talents? Could
his constant exposure to Shakespeare and the finest dramatic plays and performances have
exerted some positive effect, and might there be evidence of this effect in his horror fiction?
The title suggests a literary rather than the historical look at his neglected novel. However,
all said, this is a thorough, original and excellent treatment of Stoker's later output, and I

commend Vojt6ch Michal for excellent analyses which impressively includes Edward Said's
theory of colonialism.

Navrh an6 zn5mka: vrf bornE

Otizky k obhaiob6:
1. Since cultural colonialism continues to exist in Europe and throughout the world,

which of the many novels by Stoker would you most prefer to teach with, if you could
pick only one, and thereby link HORROR with COLONIALISM?

2. The decline of "Egyptomania" in Europe has resulted in The Jewel of the Seven Stors
hardly being read anymore today. Since it appears to be Stoker's second strongest
novel, might you please speak of its initial reception? (How well did it sell, what did
critics say in initial reviews etc)
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